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Bayesian Networks

✤ Bayesian networks are probabilistic descriptions of the regulatory 
network.

✤ A Bayesian network consists of (1) a directed, acyclic graph, G=(V,E), 
and (2) a set of probability distributions.

✤ The n vertices (n genes) correspond to random variables xi, 1≤i≤n.

✤ For example, the random variables describe the gene expression level 
of the respective gene.



✤ For each xi, a conditional probability p(xi|L(xi)) is defined, where       
L(xi) denotes the parents of gene i, i.e., the set of genes that have a 
direct regulatory influence on gene i.
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Bayesian Networks

✤ The set of random variables is completely determined by the joint 
probability distribution.

✤ Under the Markov assumption, i.e., the assumption that each xi is 
conditionally independent of its non-descendants given its parents, 
this joint probability distribution can be determined by the 
factorization via

p(x) =
n!

i=1

p(xi|L(xi))



Bayesian Networks

✤ Conditional independence of two random variables xi and xj given a 
random variable xk means that p(xi,xj|xk)=p(xi|xk)p(xj,xk), or, 
equivalently, p(xi|xj,xk)=p(xi|xk).

✤ The conditional distributions p(xi|L(xi)) are typically assumed to be 
linearly normally distributed, i.e.,                                         , where xk is 
in the parent set of xi.

p(xi|L(xi)) ∼ N
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Bayesian Networks

a b P(c=1)
0 0 0.02
0 1 0.08
1 0 0.06
1 1 0.88

c P(d=1)
0 0.03
1 0.92

Inputs: a,b
Outputs: d
Hidden: c



Bayesian Networks

✤ Given a network structure and a conditional probability table (CPT) 
for each node, we can calculate the output of the system by simply 
looking up the relevant input condition (row) in the CPT of the 
inputs, generating a “1” with the output probability specified for that 
condition, then using these newly generated node values to evaluate 
the outputs of nodes that receive inputs from these, and so on.

✤ We can also go backwards, asking what input activity patterns could 
be responsible for a particular observed output activity pattern. 



Bayesian Networks

✤ To construct a Bayesian network, we need to estimate two sets of 
parameters:

✤ the values of the CPT entries, and 

✤ the connectivity pattern, or structure (dependencies between 
variables)

✤ The usual approach to learning both sets of parameters 
simultaneously is to first search for network structures, and 
evaluate the performance of each candidate network structure after 
estimating its optimum conditional probability values. 



Learning the CPT entries 



Bayesian Networks

✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: Counting

✤ If we have full data, i.e., for every combination of inputs to every 
node we have several measurements of node output value, then we 
can estimate the node output probabilities by simply counting the 
proportion of outputs at each level (e.g., on, off). These can be 
translated to CPTs, which together with the network structure fully 
define the Bayesian network.



Bayesian Networks

✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: Counting

✤ If we have full data, i.e., for every combination of inputs to every 
node we have several measurements of node output value, then we 
can estimate the node output probabilities by simply counting the 
proportion of outputs at each level (e.g., on, off). These can be 
translated to CPTs, which together with the network structure fully 
define the Bayesian network.

In practice, we don’t have enough data for this to work.
Also, if we don’t discretize the values, this is a problematic approach.



Bayesian Networks

✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: Maximum Likelihood (ML)

✤ Find the parameters that maximize the likelihood function given a 
set of observed training data D={x1,x2,...,xN}:𝜃𝜃𝜃

✓⇤  argmax✓L(✓)

where

L(✓) = p(D|✓) =
NY

i=1

p(xi|✓)
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✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: Maximum Likelihood (ML)

✤ Find the parameters that maximize the likelihood function given a 
set of observed training data D={x1,x2,...,xN}:𝜃𝜃𝜃

✓⇤  argmax✓L(✓)

where

L(✓) = p(D|✓) =
NY

i=1

p(xi|✓)

Does not assume any prior.



Bayesian Networks

✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: Maximum a posteriori (MAP)

✤ Compute𝜃𝜃𝜃
✓⇤  argmax✓ ln p(✓|D)

✤ Through Bayes’ theorem:

p(✓|D) =
p(D|✓)p(✓)

p(D)



Bayesian Networks

✤ Often, ML and MAP estimates are good enough for the application in 
hand, and produce good predictive models. 

✤ Both ML and MAP produce a point estimate for θ.

✤ Point estimates are a single snapshot of parameters.

✤ A full Bayesian model captures the uncertainty in the values of the 
parameters by modeling this uncertainty as a probability distribution 
over the parameters. 



Bayesian Networks

✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: a full Bayesian model

✤ The parameters are considered to be latent variables, and the key 
idea is to marginalize over these unknown parameters, rather than 
to make point estimates (this is known as marginal likelihood). 



Bayesian Networks

✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: a full Bayesian model
or not; C, conservation score for the patch; and H, the
hydrophobicity of the patch. I is a discrete class variable. Both C
and H are continuous variables (though may be quantised to
form discrete data). Conservation and hydrophobicity are both
reasonably good predictors of interaction sites, and the
information from these independent predictions may be
combined in a naı̈ve Bayes classifier to improve performance.
The structure of themodel for a naı̈ve Bayes classifier has a class
node (the one to be inferred from the other observed variables)
as a parent to all other independent variables and is illustrated
in Figure 7. Such a model structure is excellent for integrating
information, and for maintaining a small model size. [For a set
of n binary variables, a completely connected DAG has 2n! 1
free parameters, an inverted naı̈ve Bayes classifier (where the
class node depends on all other variables) has 2n!1þ nþ 1 free
parameters, whereas a naı̈ve Bayes classifier has only 2nþ1 free
parameters! For a model with 100 binary variables, this is more
than 290 times smaller!]. In the next section of this primer, the
learning of parameters for this simple example is illustrated.
This example is inspired by [4] in which a naı̈ve Bayes classifier
is used within a classification scheme to predict protein–
protein interaction sites using a number of predictive variables.

Parameter Learning

The simplest approach to learn the parameters of a
network is to find the parameter set that maximises the
likelihood that the observed data came from the model.

Likelihood. In essence, a BN is used to model a probability
distribution X. A set of model parameters h may be learned
from the data in such a way that maximises the likelihood that
the data came from X. Given a set of observed training data,
D¼ f x1, . . . , xN g consisting of N examples, it is useful to
consider the likelihood of a model, L(h), as the likelihood of
seeing the data, given a model:

LðhÞ ¼ pðDjhÞ ¼
YN

i¼1
pðxijhÞ ð3Þ

It should be noted here that xi is the ith training example and
that the likelihood of D being generated from model h is the
product of the probabilities of each example, given the model.

Maximum likelihood. The learning paradigm which aims to
maximise L(h) is called maximum likelihood (ML). This
approximates the probability of a new example x given the
training data D as p(xjD) ’ p(xjhML) where hML is the
maximum (log) likelihood model which aims to maximise
ln p(Djh), i.e., hML ¼ arg maxh ln p(Djh). This amounts to
maximising the likelihood of the ‘‘data given model.’’ ML
does not assume any prior. Using negative log likelihood is
equivalent to minimising an error function.

Maximum posterior. In order to consider a prior
distribution, a maximum a posteriori (MAP) model can be used.
This approximates the probability of a new example x given
the training data D as p(xjD) ’ p(xjhMAP) where hMAP is the
MAP probability (likelihood of the ‘‘model given data’’) which
aims to maximise ln p(hjD), i.e., hMAP¼ arg maxh ln p(hjD). This
takes into account the prior, since through Bayes’ theorem:
p(hjD)¼ p(Djh)p(h)/p(D).

Often ML and MAP estimates are good enough for the
application in hand, and produce good predictive models.
The numerical example at the end of this section illustrates
the effects of ML and MAP estimates with different strength

priors and training set sizes. Both ML and MAP produce a
point estimate for h. Point estimates are a single snapshot of
parameters (though confidence intervals on their values can
be calculated).
Marginal likelihood. For a full Bayesian model, the

uncertainty in the values of the parameters is modelled as a
probability distribution over the parameters. The parameters
are considered to be latent variables, and the key idea is to
marginalise over these unknown parameters, rather than to
make point estimates. This is known as marginal likelihood.
The computation of a full posterior distribution, or model
averaging, avoids severe overfitting and allows direct model
comparison. In [8], Eddy introduces Bayesian statistics with a
simple example, and integrates over all possible parameter
values, illustrating a more rigorous approach to handling
uncertainty. Formulating Bayesian learning as an inference
problem, the training examples in D can be considered as N
independent observations of the distribution X. Figure 6
shows a graphical model where the shaded nodes xi represent
the observed independent training data and x the incomplete
example observation for which the missing values are to be
inferred, all of which are dependent upon the model h.
The joint probability of the training data, the model, and a

new observation x is:

pðD; h; xÞ ¼ pðxjhÞpðDjhÞpðhÞ ð4Þ

where p(h) is the prior. Applying the sum rule [p(a)¼
R
p(a,b)db]:

pðx;DÞ ¼
Z

pðD; h; xÞdh ð5Þ

Applying the product rule [p(a,b) ¼ p(ajb)p(b)] to the left-
hand side, and substituting (4) for the joint probability on the
right-hand side, then dividing both sides by p(D), gives the
predictive distribution for x:

pðxjDÞ ¼ 1
pðDÞ

Z
pðxjhÞpðDjhÞpðhÞdh ð6Þ

¼
Z

pðxjhÞpðhjDÞdh ð7Þ

pðexamplejdataÞ ¼ pðexamplejmodelÞ3 pðmodeljdataÞ
over all models

This is computing a full Bayesian posterior. In order to do
this, a prior distribution, p(h), for the model parameters

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.0030129.g006

Figure 6. Graphical Model Illustrating Bayesian Inference
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training data D new 
observation

p(D, ✓, x) = p(x|✓)p(D|✓)p(✓)



Bayesian Networks

✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: a full Bayesian model

p(D, ✓, x) = p(x|✓)p(D|✓)p(✓)
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✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: a full Bayesian model

p(D, ✓, x) = p(x|✓)p(D|✓)p(✓)

p(x,D) =

Z
p(D, ✓, x)d✓
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✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: a full Bayesian model

p(D, ✓, x) = p(x|✓)p(D|✓)p(✓)

p(x,D) =

Z
p(D, ✓, x)d✓

p(x|D)p(D) =

Z
p(D, ✓, x)d✓



Bayesian Networks

✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: a full Bayesian model

p(D, ✓, x) = p(x|✓)p(D|✓)p(✓)

p(x,D) =

Z
p(D, ✓, x)d✓

p(x|D)p(D) =

Z
p(D, ✓, x)d✓

p(x|D) =
1

p(D)

Z
p(x|✓)p(D|✓)p(✓)d✓ =

Z
p(x|✓)p(✓|D)d✓



Bayesian Networks

✤ Learning conditional probabilities from full data: a full Bayesian model

✤ A prior distribution, p(θ), for the model parameters needs to be 
specified. 

✤ There are many types of priors that may be used, and there is much 
debate about the choice of prior. 

✤ Often, the calculation of the full posterior is intractable, and 
approximate methods must be used. 



Bayesian Networks

✤ Learning conditional probabilities from incomplete data

✤ If we do not have data for all possible combinations of inputs to 
every node, or when some individual data values are missing, we 
start by giving all missing CPT values equal probabilities. Next, we 
use an optimization algorithm (Expectation Maximization, Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo search, etc.) to curve-fit the missing numbers to 
the available data. When we find parameters that improve the 
network’s overall performance, we can replace the previous 
“guess” with the new values and repeat the process. 



Bayesian Networks

✤ Learning conditional probabilities from incomplete data

✤ Another case of incomplete data pertains to hidden nodes: no data 
is available for certain nodes in the network. 

✤ A solution is to iterate over plausible network structures, and to 
use a “goodness” score to identify the Bayesian network.  



Structure Learning



✤ In biology, the inference of network structures is the 
most interesting aspect.

✤ This involves identifying real dependencies between 
measured variables, and distinguishing them from 
simple correlations. 

✤ The learning of model structures, and particularly 
causal models, is difficult, and often requires careful 
experimental design, but can lead to the learning of 
unknown relationships and excellent predictive 
models.  





✤ The marginal likelihood over structure hypotheses S as 
well as model parameters:

p(x|D) =
X

S

p(S|D)

Z
p(x|✓S , S)p(✓S |D,S)d✓S

Intractable, but for very small networks!



✤ Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, for 
example, can be used to obtain a set of “good” sample 
networks from the posterior distribution p(S,θ|D).

✤ This is particularly useful in biology, where D may be 
sparse and the posterior distribution diffuse, and 
therefore much better represented as averaged over a 
set of model structures than through choosing a single 
model structure. 



Structure Learning Algorithms

✤ The two key components of a structure learning algorithm are:

✤ searching for a good structure, and 

✤ scoring these structures



Structure Learning Algorithms

✤ While the scoring can be done using, for example, the marginal 
likelihood, the space of possible structures can be searched using, for 
example, greedy search, simulated annealing, etc. 

✤ In biology, one can use biological knowledge, such as protein-protein 
interaction data, binding site information, existing literature, etc., to 
effectively limit the number of structures considered to be the most 
biologically relevant. 



Dynamic Bayesian Networks

✤ An essential feature of many biological systems is feedback.

✤ Feedback loops in a graphical representation of dependencies 
between different quantities correspond to networks that are not 
Bayesian networks, according to the definition above.



Dynamic Bayesian Networks

✤ To specify the behavior of networks with feedback, we need to 
introduce an explicit concept of time and “unfold” the edges in a new 
time direction. 
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the presence of signal1, RNAi is assumed to knock down the probability of G2 activity 
from 90% to 25%. In the absence of signal1, G2 expression patterns in RNAi treatment 
and control are roughly equal.  In the 
presence of signal1, G2 expression in 
RNAi and control samples differs 
sharply.  
 
Comparing the control and RNAi-treated rates of apoptosis in the presence of both signal1 
and signal2 (middle and right panels respectively in the figure below), we note an 
approximately 30% reduction in the fraction of apoptotic cells (apoptosis rate of 67.78% 
in control cells (middle panel), versus 39.05% in RNAi-treated cells (right panel)).  We 
could now carry out further in-silico experiments, this time knocking down G3 or G1 
instead, and see if those experiments would give more clear-cut results.  
 

 

Modeling networks with feedback as Dynamic Bayesian Networks 
Consider the simple feedback network below (left panel). Suppose B activates A and A 
represses B, and that A also auto-activates110. Since the state of A depends on B and the 
state of B depends on A, we cannot specify the conditional probability tables of A and B as 
we did for Directed Acyclic Graphs. Feedback implies sequential (i.e. dynamic) behavior. 
So to specify the behavior of networks with feedback, we need to introduce an explicit 
concept of time. A similar issue arises if we want to model connections (interactions) 
with different delays.  
 
The middle panel in the figure 
shows how we can interpret 
feedback interactions as a 

                                                 
110 Here, I have used arrows to indicate both activation and repression in order to be consistent with BN 
network visualization conventions. 



Probabilistic Graphical Models

✤ Bayesian networks belong to a large class of models known as 
probabilistic graphical models. 

✤ This includes: probabilistic Boolean networks, Gaussian network 
models, factor graphs,...

✤ Inferring, analyzing, and extending these models is a very active area 
of research today. 



Probabilistic Graphical Models


